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Brothaspeak Podcast is the perfect place for topics and issues about  

Afro-LGBT 

Listeners are provided with educative, informative and entertaining podcast that add value 

to their lives 

 

Wilton Manors, FL: BM&M is proud to announce the launch of their online podcast 

website Brothaspeak Podcast. The podcast is a platform where black LGBT issues and 

topics are discussed. The podcast touch everything about the LGBT community including 

relationships, politics, fashion and entertainment. They also invite real people for 

interviews to discuss real life experience and express their personal thought. Celebrities 

also take part from time to time to improve the overall experience and provide insights 

into everything that affects black LGBT. Check on the website www.brothaspeakpod.net 

to download and listen to their top favorites podcast available free of charge.  

"We stand as a media platform to create awareness and educate the world about the 

AFRO-LGBT community. Our aim is to provide a platform where people can relate and 

express their feelings. Our topics are carefully selected to reflect what is happening in the 

society and try to find a different perspective or angle to the narrative," said Christopher 

Gadson, CEO, and founder of Brothaspeak Podcast.  

Brothaspeak Podcast also provides listeners with surprising interviews from public figures 

and celebrities who they admire. Most importantly, they always keep the community as 

the core focus by providing all topics with humor, honesty, & info. Some of the popular 

podcast topics on the site including "the gay halo effect," "pray the gay way," "life after 

the trump victory," "what’s your fetish" and the "T in LGBT." Every single podcast is 

engaging, entertaining, interesting, educative and inspiring. The host and creator of the 

podcast, Christopher Gadson, is a highly informed podcaster who also displays passion 

and commit to providing excellent media content to their target audience.  

"This is one podcast I would say I never want to miss. They are doing a great job discussing 

and analyzing the most important issues related to black LGBT community in the United 

States. I have listened to all the podcasts and waiting for the latest one," said Will D, a fan.  
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Brothaspeak Podcast also offers additional services including advertising goods and 

services for businesses and announcing special events.  

About Brothaspeak Podcast 

Brothaspeak Podcast is a digital online platform that discusses black LGBT issues and 

topics. They do interviews with real people and invite celebrities for discussions. They are 

committed to becoming a voice for millions of people who deserve representation. For 

more information, please contact 754-223-3650, brothaspeak@gmail.com or visit 

www.brothaspeakpod.net.   
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